
THE NEW DEAL AND REAGAN

his political teeth on the New Deal, admired FDR and emulated his political style, was ministration of President Reagan
a repeal of the New Deal or a replay?.

True, aid to families with dependent children and the other relief programs we now commonly lump under the
heading welfare were inventions of the New Deal. All that was required was that the applicant not have a job,
want one and be able to work. The result is a well-written study of two chief executives who governed in very
different eras and who wrought lasting ideological changes in the polity they governed. Consider the history.
Or, should he have a chronic and life-threatening disease, he can stop working and live on welfare, to be
eligible for Medicaid. He treats both Roosevelt and Reagan objectively, offering informed criticism and deftly
weighing the ambiguities of their visions of government. Yet Reagan took nothing but pride in it. But then the
President believes that the Republican landslide in November was telling Washington to stop ''big spending,''
get the budget balanced and reduce taxes. He also shows again and again that there were nuances to each
administration that are fascinating and revealing. He compares their lives, core policies, and leadership traits
and shows that today's politics and policies are still heavily influenced by these key presidencies. Occasionally
the digitization process introduces transcription errors or other problems. Economic security was not tied to
the dole. One rising out of the Great Depression and the self-defeating efforts of Herbert Hoover, the other out
of the malaise of the s and the failings of Jimmy Carter, both these presidents entered office with a mandate
for change and oversaw a quantum shift in the national psyche. Big business survived the New Deal, just as
the welfare state weathered the Reagan Revolution. The President and Congress have done no such thing, and
the Democrats' New Deal forebears might have said, rather, that the Democrats have short memories or know
little history. But welfare was conceived as temporary aid for those who were for the present clearly
unemployable, not as a lifetime alternative to working. Thanks to job-training programs, many longtime
welfare recipients were able to find their first jobs. Reagan never embraced that view. As with other
transformative presidents before them, the words and deeds of FDR and Reagan have taken on nearly mythical
significance; yet Americans remain torn between the economic security offered by one and the economic
freedom championed by the other. Roosevelt showed what a president can achieve by tapping the power of the
American people, and Reagan was nothing if not an apt pupil. Promising suffering Americans that he would
spare neither tradition nor expense to restore hope, FDR's election ushered in a growth in government that had
been previously unimaginable. Throughout his presidency Reagan cited FDR. In , buoyed by a mandate and
faced with economic catastrophe, President Roosevelt's New Dealers went swiftly to work providing
immediate relief to the hungry jobless and assembling programs - unemployment compensation, workmen's
compensation, Social Security etc. Reagan never explicitly claimed this, but his speeches and writings suggest
that's exactly what he thought. Pray that a new leader will soon arise who can carry their work into our new
century.


